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Abstract
This paper presents an analysis for bounds checking of array subscripts that lifts checking assertions to program level under the form of an arbitrarily-complex predicate (inspector), whose runtime evaluation guards the execution of the code of interest. Separating the predicate from the computation makes it more amenable to optimization, and allows it to be split into a cascade of sufficient conditions of increasing complexity that optimizes the common-inspection path. While synthesizing the bounds checking invariant resembles type checking techniques, we rely on compiler simplification and runtime evaluation rather than employing complex inference and annotation systems that might discourage the non-specialist user. We integrate the analysis in the compiler’s repertoire of Futhark: a purely-functional core language supporting map-reduce parallelism on regular arrays, and show how the high-level language invariants enable a relatively straightforward analysis. Finally, we report a qualitative evaluation of our technique on three real-world applications from the financial domain that indicates that the runtime overhead of predicates is negligible.

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.1.3 [Concurrent Programming]: Parallel Programming; D.3.4 [Processors]: Compiler

General Terms Performance, Design, Algorithms

Keywords subscripts bounds checking, autoparallelization, functional language

1. Introduction
While massively parallel hardware is mainstream, e.g., GPU, the problem of enabling real-world applications to be readily written by the non-expert user at satisfying level of abstraction, and in a portable manner that offers efficiency comparable to hand-tuned code across various parallel hardware, is still far from being solved.

Futhark is a core array language and compiler infrastructure aimed at effectively expressing, extracting and optimizing (massive) parallelism. Its design captures a meaningful middle ground between the functional and imperative paradigms: One the one hand, Futhark is purely-functional and supports regular arrays, (tuples,) and nested parallelism by means of a set of second-order array combinators (SOAC), that have an inherently parallel semantics, e.g., map-reduce. The higher-order invariants allow powerful restructuring transformations that are unlikely to be matched in an imperative context. For example the SOACs’ compositional algebra allows producer-consumer fusion to be applied at program level, and to succeed, without duplicating computation, even when a producer is used in multiple consumers [12].

On the other hand, several real-world applications have examined [15] exhibit destructive updates to array elements inside dependent loops, i.e., cross-iteration dependencies, which would be inefficient, or difficult to analyze if expressed with an array deep-copy semantics inside tail-recursive calls. In this regard Futhark provides (do) loops and in-place updates that retain the pure-functional semantics: A loop is a special form of a tail recursive call, just as a map is a special form of a do loop. An in-place update “consumes” the input array and creates a new array, but under the static guarantee, verified via uniqueness types (inspired by Clean[3]), that any array may be consumed at most once. It follows that the update takes time proportional to the size of the array element. Finally, loops and in-place updates provide the mean to transition, within the same core language, to a lower-level IR that:

- uses seamlessly the same compiler repertoire, and furthermore
- can benefit from imperative optimizations that enhance locality of reference and parallelism, e.g., loop interchange, tiling, etc.

This paper presents a bounds-checking analysis for array subscripts in Futhark. The technique is to separate/lift the checking assertions from the code of interest, and to model them as an exact predicate of arbitrary complexity that guards at runtime the execution of the code of interest. The code of interest is typically the outermost map, loop, etc. The exact predicate is split into a cascade of sufficient conditions of increasing time complexities, that are evaluated at runtime until one succeeds (if none statically simplify to true). We see our technique as a pragmatic compromise between language and compiler solutions to bounds checking:

Type-checking solutions involve no runtime overhead but either significantly restrict the language or require complex inference systems, e.g., dependent types, and thorough annotations of program invariants that might not be accessible to the non-specialist user.

Compiler solutions gather program invariants in an abstract-set representation and attempt to remove each assertion individually, e.g., via Presburger or interval arithmetic, as in range analysis [2, 6]. However, often enough, static disambiguation fails for reasons as simple as the use of symbolic constants of unknown range.

In comparison, our technique lifts the bounds-checking invariant at program level but neither restricts the language nor places any burden on the user. While the analysis (only) guarantees to preserve the work and depth [4] asymptotic of the original program, in practice the runtime overhead of predicates is negligible in most cases. The intuition is that subscript computation is typically well separable from, and a very cheap slice of, the original computation.
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Separating the predicates provides clean executer code and more opportunities for optimizing the inspector (predicate): For example, indirect accesses may create a predicate whose representation is a loop that is invariant, and thus hoistable, across an outer loop. This would require non-trivial analysis, e.g., distribution of a dependent loop, if the predicate was not separated from code. Organizing the predicate as a cascade of sufficient conditions allows the analysis to bypass hindrances related to control flow and ranges imprecision and to effectively optimize the common-path predicate.

Finally, our technique is an instance of hybrid analysis, which denotes a class of transformations that extract statically data-sensitive invariants from the program and aggressively specializes the program based on the result of the runtime evaluation of those invariants. Such analyses, reviewed in Section 4, include optimization of the common-execution path in JIT compilation [1], inspector-executor and dependence analysis of array subscripts in automatic parallelization [10, 16–19]. A significant problem however is that, in the imperative context, supporting anything but the simplest, $O(1)$ predicate quickly requires “heroic” efforts.

In this context we report a non-heroic infrastructure that allows arbitrarily shaped/complex predicates to become first-class citizens of the Futhark compiler: predicates are extracted to program level, are aggressively simplified statically, retain the parallelism of the original code, and compose well with the rest of the code. The relatively-simple analysis is enabled by high-level invariants of our functional language. A qualitative evaluation on three real benchmarks supports the claim that in practice the runtime overhead is negligible. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly introduces Futhark in an informal manner, Section 3 demonstrate the main steps of the analysis, and Sections 4 and 5 review the related work and conclude.

2. Informal Introduction To Futhark

Futhark\(^2\) is a mostly-monomorphic, statically typed, strictly evaluated, purely functional language, whose syntax resembles the one of SML. Futhark’s type system provides (i) basic types (int, real, bool, char, (ii) $n$-ary tuple types, which use curly bracket notation, e.g., $\{\alpha, \beta, \gamma\}$, and (iii) multi-dimensional array types, which use the bracket notation, e.g., $[\alpha]$. Arrays of tuples are transformed to tuples of array as in NESL [5], and the resulting arrays are checked to be regular. For example array $[[4], [1.0]], \{[5,3, debris],[2.0]\}$, which belongs to type $[[\text{int}, [\text{real}]])$, is illegal because the first array of its tuple-of-array representation $[[4], [5, 3]], [[1.0], [2.0]] \in [[[\text{int}]],[[\text{real}]])$, is illegal, i.e., the size of the first and second row differs $1 \neq 2$.

Most array operations in Futhark are achieved through built-in second-order array constructors and combinators (SOACs), e.g.,

- $\text{replicate}(n, e)$ creates an array of outermost size $n$ whose elements are all $e$ (can be an array), and has type $\text{int} \rightarrow [\alpha]$,
- $\text{iota}(n)$ constructs the array containing the first $n$ natural numbers, i.e., $[0, 1, \ldots, n-1]$ and has type $\text{int} \rightarrow [\text{int}]$.
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\(^2\) Futhark (more accurately “Fùback”) are the first six letters of the runic alphabet. In our language they correspond to the six SOACs: \text{map}, \text{reduce}, \text{scan}, \text{filter}, \text{redomap}, \text{multireduce}. (The latter is not supported yet.)
fun [[real]] main(int N, int M, [int,M] X, *[real,M,M] A) =
1. let p1 = loop (b=True) for j < N do /* map-reduce 
2. let c = if j > M then False
3. else (X[j] >= 0) && (x[j] < M)
4. in b && c
5. let p2 = p1 && (N < M + 1) in
6. let p3 = p2 && (M < 2*N+2 || M*N < 2*M+N-1 || ... ) in
7. let p = if p3 then True else ... exact predicate ... in
8. in b && c
9. let c = assert(p)
in
10. <c>map(fn *[real] ({*real},int) e) =>
11. ... original code ...
12. ,zip(A,iota(M)) )
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Figure 2. Compiler pipeline

Figure 3. Running example: a contrived Futhark program.

3. Bounds Checking Analysis

Figure 3 presents the running example used in this section. The main function, which is the program entry point, receives as input two integers \(N\) and \(M\), and two arrays: \(X\) is a vector of integers of size \(M\), and \(A\) is an \(N \times M\) matrix of real numbers. (The arguments of \(main\) are currently read from standard input.) The program zips each array row with its corresponding index, i.e., \(zip(iota(M),A)\)

array access \(a[X[j]]\). Note that both validity conditions are invariant to the outer map, and furthermore the latter condition is fully parallel and can be expressed as a map-reduce computation. The inner map exhibits the access \(a[i*j]\) and a human would assume that its validity, i.e., \(i*j<M\) is unlikely to depend on the condition \(X[j]=j\), and as such, eliminating the variables \(i\) and \(j\) of known bounds from the inequality would produce an \(O(1)\) sufficient condition involving only symbolic constants \(N\) and \(M\), which is likely to succeed in most cases. Figure 4 shows the predicate that is expected to succeed: the inspector loop at lines 1–4 corresponds to the executor loop at lines 3–4 (in Figure 3), which is invariant to and has been hoisted-out from the outermost map. Lines 5 and 6 in Figure 4 are the \(O(1)\) sufficient conditions for the array indexes \(X[j]\) and \(a[i*j]\) at lines 7 and 8 in Figure 3, respectively.

Since the compiler must be conservative, lines 7 and 8 (in Figure 4) cascade the sufficient-condition and the accurate predicates, but the latter is unlikely to be executed on any reasonable data sets.

Finally, the if \(j>=M\) branch at line 2 is necessary to ensure that the access \(X[j]\) is within bounds, i.e., assertions are implemented via \(if\)s, and \(<c>map\)... on line 10 denotes the assertion under which the execution of the original program is safe. Note that (i) without separating the validity test from the original code the \(loop\) would still contain the \(a[i]\) update, which would prevent the loop to be hoisted outside the outer map, and (ii) that the \(loop\) inspector can be easily recognized as a map-reduce computation, albeit it corresponds to a dependent executor loop.

The remainder of this section presents the three main stages of analysis: Section 3.1 describes the transformation that synthesizes at program level an exact predicate, which models the subscript-bounds invariant. Section 3.2 describes a top-down (compiler) pass that (i) gathers (symbolic) range information for program variables, and (ii) uses those to compute sufficient conditions for each scalar relation that contributes to bounds checking. For example, inside the inner map of Figure 3, \(j\in[0,N-1]\) and \(X[j]\) requires relation \(j < M\) to hold, which generates the sufficient condition \(N < M+1\). Finally, Section 3.3 presents how sufficient conditions for the exact predicate are extracted at program level.

3.1 Synthesizing The Exact Predicate

Several of the rules that implement the transformation are shown in Figure 5. To simplify notation, we assume that we generate code for the user language, but the program input is in the \(A\)-normalized compiler representation, i.e., blocks of bindings except for the last expression of a \(then/else\) or \(loop\) or (anonymous) function, etc., which is a (tuple of) \variable\(s\). We also assume that \(freshVar()\) generates a fresh variable name and \(getPredicate(f)\) returns the (same) name of the function that is the translation of function \(f\).

The application of \(E^{\text{fun}}\) to a function \(f\) constructs the predicate translation of \(f\), whose (i) name is \(f^{\text{pred}}=getPredicate(f)\), (ii) arguments are the same as the original, but (iii) the result type is
fun β f (α a)  = body  
  fun  {bool,a}  fβ (α a) = let p=True in E_{exp}(body)  
  where p=freshVar()  ,and fβ=getPredicate(f);  
  E_{exp}  (let a[i1,...,i_k] = v in body)  ≡  
  let q = .  .  .  && i_k >= 0  && i_k < size(k-1,a)  
  in  
  let q=p & & q  
  in  
  let q=a[i1,...,i_k] = v in E_{exp}(body)  where q=freshVar()  ,a is an array var.  
  size(j,a)=size of dim j of a and v is a var/ct;  
  E_{exp}  (let b = f(a) in body)  ≡  
  let q,b=fβ(a) in let p=& & q in E_{exp}(body)  
  where q=freshVar()  ,and fβ=getPredicate(f);  
  E_{exp}  (let b = map(f,a) in body)  ≡  
  let q,b=unzip( map( fβ , a ) ) in body  
  let q=p & & reduce(op &&, True) in E_{exp}(body)  
  where q=freshVar()  ,and fβ=getPredicate(f);  
  a is an array variable.  
  E_{exp}  ( a )  ≡  \{ p,a \}  

Figure 5. Transformation rules for the exact predicate.

fun [real] main(int N,int M,[int,M] X,*[real,M],M) A=  
  0. let A'= copy(A) in  
  1. map (fn bool,[*real]) {{*[real],int} e} =>  
  2. let p = True in  
  3. let a, i = e in  
  4. loop(p,a) = for j < N do  
  5. let p1 = (j >= 0) && (j < M) in  
  6. let p2 = (<p1c>X[j]>=0) && (<p1c>X[j]<M) in  
  7. let p3c = assert(p3) in  
  8. let p3 = (<p1c>X[j]>=0) && (<p1c>X[j]<M) in  
  9. let p4 = (j < M) in  
  10. let p5 = p & & p4 in  
  11. let p5c = assert(p5) in  
  12. let p6 = (j < M) in  
  13. let p7 = (j <= i <= 0) in  
  14. map(fn bool,int) (int j) =>  
  15. let p = True in  
  16. let p6c = assert(p6) in  
  17. let p4c = assert(p4) in  
  18. let p = p & & p6c in  
  19. let p = p & & p4c in  
  20. let p = p & & p6 in  
  21. let p = p & & p4 in  
  22. let p = p & & p6c in  
  23. else p in  
  24. iota(N)  
  25. in p & & reduce(op & & True, ps2) in  
  26. iota(M)  
  27. let p = p & & reduce(op & & True, ps1) in  

Figure 7. Exact predicate after simplification.

The translation of a function-call binding is obtained by performing a call to the predicate translation of the function, adding the predicate contribution of the function using & & , and translating the remaining expression. Finally, a binding of map(f,a), where a is an array variable: (i) calls map(fβ,a), where fβ is the predicted translation of f, (ii) conjugates the predicate-contribution array via reduce(op & & True), because each array element needs to be safely processed, (iii) adds the result of the reduction to p and translates the remaining expression.

In rule E_{exp}  ( a ) , a is a variable/constant, which is the result of a block of let bindings. As such the rule simply touples the predicate p with the original result a. The rest of the rules are similar.

The translation starts with the body of main, which requires first that all unique parameters of main are copied and their names substituted in the translation. Otherwise the uniqueness invariant might be violated because the same unique array might be consumed both in the translated predicate and in the original code. This however does not affect the asymptotic complexity since the arguments of main are typically read from a file anyway. A user-language version of the exact-test predicate is shown in Figure 6. Note that (i) both the inner and outer maps result in an extra boolean array which is reduced with the and operator (& & ), (ii) the loop has an extra boolean variant parameter, and (iii) all indexing operations have been asserted via their corresponding predicate.

After aggressive dead-code removal and simplification, the resulting code is similar to the one in Figure 7. Note that (i) all references to the unique (copied) array A' have been removed, and that (ii) the loop has been hoisted outside the outer map, and cannot be asymptotically simplified further due to the indirect access, e.g., X[j]<M, that cannot be proven in a cheaper way. The next sections focus on optimizing the common inspector path of let ps1 = map(fn bool (int i) => ... . In particular, factors such as p6 and p7, depend only on symbols i and j, of known ranges [0,M-1] and [0,N-1], whose gaussian-like elimination will produce an O(1) sufficient condition for the outermost map.
3.2 Sufficient Conditions for Scalar Relational Expressions

The second phase of the analysis performs a compiler pass that

- extracts (simple) ranges for program variables, e.g., induction variables of loops, maps, branch conditions, etc., and
- uses those ranges to eliminate the symbols for which both ranges exist from the predicate factors of interest, e.g., p5, p6.

The top-down analysis maintains three symbol tables:

- $E^V : \text{Id} \rightarrow (\text{Int}, \text{ScalarExp})$ maintains for each integral variable (i) the lexicographic order in which the variable appears in the program and (ii) its aggressively expanded scalar expression. The representation uses a simple scalar language, $\text{ScalarExp}$, that supports value, variable, unary negation, binary plus, minus, multiply, division, and nary $\text{Min}/\text{Max}$ constructors.
- $R^V : \text{Id} \rightarrow (\text{Int}, \text{ScalarExp} \cup \text{Udef}, \text{ScalarExp} \cup \text{Udef})$ maps each integral variable to a triplet formed by (i) an integer denoting the variable in the program and (ii) the lower/upper known ranges of that variable, where $\text{Udef}$ is the undefined range, i.e., $[-\infty, \infty]$.
- $S^V : \text{Id} \rightarrow ([\text{ScalarExp}] \cup \text{Udef})$, the result of this analysis stage maps a boolean variable to an expression in disjunctive normal form (DNF) in which each integral scalar expression $e$ corresponds to the bool expression $e < 0$. For example $[[M+N\times2*M, M>0], [3*N\times N>M\times H, N>0]]$ corresponds to $(H\times N+2*M \land H>0) \lor (3*H+N\times M\times H \land M>N>0)$.

While more refined solutions are possible [2], we currently gather simple range invariants, for example from loops and iota parameters passed to map, and filter the ranges based on branch conditions. In the example in Figure 7, $\iota_0(M)$ is passed as the array parameter to the outer map which semantically means that just inside the outer anonymous function

$R^V = \{ (M \rightarrow \{1, 1, \text{Udef} \}), i \rightarrow \{10, 0, M-1\} \}$, i.e., $M > 0$, otherwise $\iota_0(M)$ is empty, and $i \in [0, M-1]$ since $i$ is an element of $\iota_0(M) = [0, \ldots, M-1]$. The priority of $i$, i.e., the first element of the tuple, is greater than that of $M$ signaling that $M$ appears before $i$ in the program and hence its value cannot depend on $i$.

Just before the if branch in the inner anonymous function

$R^V = \{ (N \rightarrow \{0, 1, \text{Udef} \}), M \rightarrow \{1, 1, \text{Udef} \}, j \rightarrow \{10, 0, M-1\}, j \rightarrow \{15, 0, N-1\} \}$, where $j$ and $M$ have been similarly added. On the then branch, we use the factor $j < i - 1$ of the then branch to refine the range of $j$, i.e., the variable with the highest priority among those that appear in the expressions. The latter guarantees that variable elimination process will eventually terminate, since the lexicographical order respects the program dependency graph (DAG). The other condition, $X[j] = j$ is not useful because the range refinement of $j$ would still depend on $j$. The range of $j$ inside the then branch becomes: $j \in [0, 0]$, $\min(1-2*M, N-1]$. When analysis reaches one of the factors of the predicate, e.g., p5, it uses the bindings in $E^V$ to construct an expanded relational (scalar) expression of the form $e < 0$. In the case of p6, the relation is $-i+j-1 < 0$. At this point it computes the set of variables in $e$, e.g., $i, j,$ and lookups their ranges in $R^V$ to find candidates for elimination. If at least one of the bounds is defined, the variable is kept, otherwise it is removed from the set. The candidates are ordered by inverse order of priority, such that the “most dependent” variable is the first candidate for elimination. Our integral simplifier attempts to bring the expression to a “normal” form in which the $\text{Min}/\text{Max}$ operators are at the outermost level and their inner expressions are in the sum-of-product form. This is however not possible if a $\text{Min}/\text{Max}$ has a factor of unknown sign.

Figure 8 shows the main “inference” rules for eliminating variables. The first one assumes a sum-of-product form and attempts to find a $\text{Min}/\text{Max}$ factor that uses $i$, the symbol to be eliminated. If

\[
SC(i)(\text{terms} + a*\text{Max}(b_1, \ldots, b_n) < 0) \equiv (SC(i)(a \leq 0) \land (\forall b_j \in SC(i)(a*b_j + \text{terms} < 0))) \lor (SC(i)(a \geq 0) \land (\forall b_j \in SC(i)(a*b_j + \text{terms} < 0)))
\]

if variable $i$ appears inside the $\text{Max}$ expression;

\[
SC(i)(a*i + b < 0) \equiv (SC(i)(a \leq 0) \land SC(i)(a * l + b < 0)) \lor (SC(i)(a \geq 0) \land SC(i)(a * u + b < 0))
\]

Figure 8. Extracting sufficient conditions for scalar relations.

This is found, it decomposes the problem based on the sign of the $\text{Min}/\text{Max}$ factor $a$. If no such $\text{Min}/\text{Max}$ exists than the second rule is attempted: $e$ is brought to the form $e = a*i + b$ by dividing each term of $e$ by $i$; if the division succeeds then the divided term contributes to $a$, otherwise, the undivided term contributes to $b$. If the separation succeeds, i.e., $i$ does not appear in $b$, then the problem is decomposed again. Otherwise, $i$ is removed from the list of candidates, and the process continues until no candidates remain.

For the predicate p6, the first to-be-eliminated variable is $j \in [0, \min(1-2*H, N-1])$. The second rule of Figure 8 results in:

$SC(j)(-i-1 < 0) \equiv SC(j)(-i-1 < 0) \land SC(j)(1-1 < 0) \lor SC(j)(1-1 < 0) \land SC(j)(-i-1 < 0)$

The first term simplifies to true via the second rule:

$SC(j)(-i-1 < 0) \equiv SC(j)(-i-1 < 0) \equiv SC(j)(0-1 < 0)$

Finally, the predicate obtained after simplifying $e < 0$ is brought to DNF form. After this pass, $S^R \equiv p3 \rightarrow [[\text{True}]], p4 \rightarrow [[\text{N}\rightarrow M-1<0]], p6 \rightarrow [[\text{True}]], p7 \rightarrow [[\text{M}\rightarrow 2<0], [M-2*N\rightarrow 2<0], [M-2*N\rightarrow 2<0], [M-2*N-2<0], [M-2*N+1<0]]$.

3.3 Cascading Sufficient-Condition Predicates

The last stage of the analysis extracts sufficient conditions for the exact test at program level. Our implementation currently covers only $O(1)$ and $O(N)$ predicates, where typically, $N$ is the count of the outermost recursion, because cases that require more effort are rare in practice. The analysis consists of a top-down pass that

- computes, for each variable, the recurrences, e.g., $\text{SOAC}, \text{loops}$, etc., in which that variable is variant, and
- uses this information to select a set of recurrences $L_v = \{l_1, l_2\}$, of maximal nest depth $k$ (in our case $k=1$), such that any factor of the exact predicate, e.g., $p7$ in Figure 7, has at least one term of its DNF form that is variant only to recurrences in $L_v$.

The idea is that, if all the factors of the accurate predicate have such terms, which are only variant to recurrences in $L_v$, then a sufficient condition of nest depth $k$ for the accurate predicate can be built by taking the conjunction of the sufficient-condition terms. We start with $L_v = \emptyset$ and, at each encountered factor of the big predicate, we add variant loops to $L_v$ as long as there are no more than $k$ loops that share a common execution path, i.e., are nested. With $L_v$ available, we perform a second pass that:

- replaces every factor of the exact predicate with the disjunction of its DNF terms variant only in $L_v$, e.g., let $p4 = N-M-1<0$,
- if the condition of an if expression is only $L_v$ variant, then the if is preserved, otherwise it is translated to the conjunction of the (sufficient-condition) predicates of the two branches,
- updates the assertions that guard array indexing inside the predicate, to refer to the sufficient-conditions of the factor, and furthermore, translates those assertions to if branches such that

\[\text{But only if the lifted code is simple enough to guarantee that an error cannot occur, e.g., division by zero, and fail otherwise.}\]
an error is reported only if none of the predicates evaluates to true. In particular, this is necessary on platforms that do not support an assertion system, e.g., OpenCL.

• finally, cascades the predicates obtained for $k=0,1,\ldots$ and runs the simplification engine to obtain the desired time complexity 4.

The transformed code for out working example is similar to the one in Figure 4: the successful predicate requires negligible \(O(N)\) work (in comparison with \(O(N \times M)\) of the original computation).

3.4 Evaluation and Discussion

We use for testing three real-work kernels from financial domain: P0 is a real-world pricing kernel for financial derivatives [15], P1 is a calibration of interest rate via swaptions, which computes some of the parameters of P0, and P2 implements stochastic volatility calibration via Crank-Nicolson finite differences solver [14].

P1 is the largest benchmark, but it is very regular, and the bounds-checking analysis succeeds statically.

P2 has the structure of an outer convergence loop, of count \(T\), that contains SOAC nests of depth three and of count \(K \times M \times N\), e.g., \(1024 \times 256 \times 256\). The SOAC nest exhibits (i) several arrays that are assumed to hold at least two elements, i.e., indexed on \([0\) and \(1\], and (ii) several stencil-like subscripts, e.g., \(let\ a[i] = if\ i < N-1\ then\ (a[i] + a[i+1])/2\ else\ a[i]\). where \(N\) is the array size. (The latter requires the range of \(i\) to be narrowed to \([0,N-2]\) inside the then branch.) With our technique, the successful predicate has complexity \(O(1)\). In comparison, the classical technique would result in \(O(T \times K \times N \times M)\) checks.

The most interesting program is P0. It features the pattern discussed in this paper, in which a dependent inner loop features an indirect indexing which is invariant to two outer loops, that have a combined loop count in the range of \(10^6\). The successful predicate/inspector contains one loop, whose runtime is negligible with respect to the the executor/computation runtime.

Another interesting code from P0, corresponding to Sobol number generation, is depicted in Figure 9: The code filters the volumes $iota(bits\_num)$, where $bits\_num$ is a symbolic constant, either 32 or 64. It follows that the range of all elements of the result $inds$ is \([0, bits\_num-1]\). The $inds$ array is next used as an indirect array, i.e., \(map(fn\ int\ (int\ i) => dir\ vct[i],\ inds)\) returns the values corresponding to the indices $inds$ of array $dir\ vct$. The check for $dir\ vct[i]$ succeeds statically, because (i) array $dir\ vct$ is known statically to have size $bits\_num$, and (ii) $i$ is an element of $inds$, and as such has range \([0, bits\_num-1]\).

In conclusion, for the three examined kernels, our analysis solves most of the bounds checking statically, but several important, deeply nested cases have required predicate separation and sufficient conditions that resulted in negligible runtime overhead. However, there are examples in which the subscript values depend on the computation, e.g., histogram computation. Such cases are ill suited for our analysis, in that it would double the original work. A solution to this problem is to develop a cost model that, for example, would use the traditional method whenever sufficient conditions of “negligible” overhead cannot be extracted. Finally, while on cache based (SMP) systems naive bounds checking might still work well enough, the main motivation for this work has been GPU architectures: In the absence of hardware support for assertions, the computation would need to be protected with a cascade of if branches. This would make the resulting code less amenable to subsequent optimizations, and would also significantly impact performance.

4. Related Work

The main inspiration for this paper has been the work done in the context of automatic parallelization of imperative languages, such as Fortran, where the significant benefit of running the code in parallel has led to aggressive techniques that combine static with dynamic analysis. For example, inspector-executor techniques [19], computes “mostly” at runtime a schedule of dependencies that allows the executor to run in parallel. Since the inspector overhead was significant, analysis has shifted towards static analysis, e.g., Presburger arithmetic is extended with uninterpreted-symbol functions [18], and the resulting irreducible Presburger formulas are presented to the user for verification as simple predicates.

Other work summarizes at program level array accesses, either via systems of affine inequations or as a program in a language of abstract sets, and summaries are paired with predicates that are evaluated at runtime to minimize overheads [10, 16]. However, providing support for arbitrary predicates and summaries, requires in the imperative context many helper intermediate representations and even an entire optimization infrastructure for these new languages, which has been informally characterized as “heroic effort”.

Futhark takes the view that a simple, array functional language, but with a richer algebra of invariants might be better suited to support such aggressive analysis, because for example the language already provides the necessary support for predicates, and any improvements in the analysis support would directly benefit user code. After all, summary, predicate and SSA languages are functional.

Futhark is similar to SAC [8] in that it provides a common ground between functional and imperative domains. For example, SAC uses with and for loops to express map-reduce and dependent computation, respectively. Recent work on SAC proposes “hybrid-array types” [9] as a mean to express explicitly certain constraints related to the structural properties or values of argument/result arrays. Similar with our work, hybrid arrays rely on the compiler infrastructure to prove constraints mostly statically, and avoids the pitfall of dependent types by compiling unverified definitions to dynamic checks. The (other) direction of verifying via dependent types array related invariants has been studied in Qube [21], an experimental (simplified) offspring of SAC.

An approach to statically optimising checks can be found in [22], which extends an ML-like language with a restricted variant of dependent types. Type-checking then involves statically proving that array accesses are in-bounds, and as a result making runtime bounds-checking unnecessary. Not all bounds checks can be statically eliminated, e.g. indirect indexes, and for these the programmer must leave explicit bounds checks in the program. These would still be amenable to optimisation utilising the techniques outlined in this paper. In contrast to the technique presented in this paper, the dependent types approach demands that the programmer annotate the source program, although this also carries the benefit that size constraints can be expressed in function- and module signatures.

Another technique [13] extracts a slice of the input program computing the shape of intermediate results, such that static evaluation of this slice will reveal any shape errors (e.g. out-of-bounds accesses) in the original program. This guarantees discovery of all out-of-bounds indexing, but at a cost: the shape of the result of any operation must depend solely on the shape of its input. That is, the shape of a structure in a program must not depend on the data, thus banning operations like $iota$ and $replicate$. 

\[\text{fun int xorInds(int bits_num, int n, [int] dir_vs) =}\]
\[\text{let bits = iota (bits_num)} \quad \text{in}\]
\[\text{let inds = filter (testBit(grayCode(n)), bits)} \quad \text{in}\]
\[\text{let dirs = map( fn int (int i) => dir_vct[i], inds) in}\]
\[\text{reduce(op "^", 0, dirs)}\]
Finally, another approach, taken by languages in the APL family, is to extend the language operators in a way that guarantees that out-of-bounds indices cannot occur [7]. This typically introduces non-affine indexing that might hinder subsequent optimizations.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

This paper has presented an instance of hybrid analysis for checking subscript within bounds invariants. The approach enables aggressive hoisting by separating the predicate from the computation, and optimizes the common-execution path of the predicate by extracting and cascading a set of sufficient conditions that are evaluated at runtime, in the order of their complexity until one succeeds. We have shown that such an aggressive analysis is relatively straightforward in Futhark, and that it successfully solves several real-world applications under negligible runtime overhead.
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